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Develop your own counseling design using Corey's bestselling THEORY AND
PRACTICE OF COUNSELING AND PSYCHOTHERAPY. You will see the major
theories of guidance (psychoanalytic, Adlerian, existential, personcentered, Gestalt, actuality, behavior, cognitive-behavior, family
members systems, feminist and, and postmodern approaches) because they
are used in practice through a case study focused on one client, "Stan.
"At a Glance" charts pinpoint the major differences between theories in
areas such as multicultural focus, basic philosophies, and
restrictions." The case of "Stan" appears in each chapter so you can see
how the idea presented in that chapter informs therapeutic decisionmaking.
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Easy to Follow I ordered this reserve for the Theories and Methods of
Counseling training course last semester. I was of course dreading the
intense reading load that my Professor experienced in store for all of
us, but I was surprised at how concise and structured this text is.
Every chapter is broken down in relatively the same way, and I cherished
how it broke down each major theory (such as humanistic, behavioral,
psychoanalytic, etc.) into sub-divisions and founders/co-founders. As
embarrassing as it is to admit that until last semester, I kind of BS-ed
knowing theories and the people associated with those theories, this
text really helped me remember who did what, who founded what, who
contributed to this and that. I would definitely recommend this text
message to anyone who requires a more structured, organized format with
regards to this type of material. Helpful for beginning counselor or
others in “helping” profession. The case study of Stan has been so
beneficial to stick to along and see different techniques used. I highly
recommend this book for just about any beginning counseling student. The
just difference between this and my classmates books was mine was in
dark and white, the colour was green rather than that pink-ish color and
it was paperback ---- oh - and like 80 bucks cheaper! Great publication
for my class I actually am enjoying this publication. Luckily my
professor allow it slide when he understood 99% of the course did not
obtain the CD. I did find it distracting and irritating for the author
to constantly recommend skipping around and reading later on chapter's
before earlier types. i have had no problem. I highly recommend this
book.. Personally i think that the descripion SHOULD CLEARLY Condition
DVD IS NOT INCLUDED WITH BOOK, nevertheless is available as an
ADDITIONAL PURCHASE.I spent close to $60. Counsel Comprehensive for
counseling. only two weeks remain in the program and i have a higher "a"
average. :(I am suprised that Amazon has not corrected this. That is a
issue because as several other reviewers have said that they also
thought that the Dvd and blu-ray was included as well. TAKE NOTE THE DVD
DOES NOT COME WITH THE BOOK! Helpful and well organized textbook.!.!! We
still have this specific textbook from my system because this one was
the most helpful. It's divided into several chapters that are concise,
helpful and readable. The examples are perfect, and in the rear of the
publication, it includes a great summary of every theory, that I believe
really helped me ace my tests. This book is great. It arrived fast and
it is written in ... I wasn't sure how I'd find this reserve but am glad
that I purchased it. corey's classes with stan (a recap of that which
was on the dvd). The way the author organized this book is brilliant,
all in order of 11 various kinds of theories. DISSAPOINTED AS DVD CASE
OF STAN IS NOT INCLUDED I feel that the description noted is misleading.
I..!no issue. Downfall, as has been most contemporary guidance books is
the lack of concentrate on guidelines for vulnerable clients. Good
quality Love this book! Nevertheless, as it is a far more surface level
reserve this is to be expected. The reserve explains the theories enough

so the reader knows them used and application. nevertheless, you will
find a good portion of the stan part has on youtube. (btw, the brand new
one with dvd is approximately $195). I did need to find follow up
details on the theories, but, it covers the fundamentals. All of the
theories and techniques are covered in depth. in the book, by the end of
the chapters, there is definitely even a dialogue of dr. It arrived fast
in fact it is written in a manner that you can easily stay focused and
engaged in. Seems they must have merely structured it in a manner that
didnt need skipping around. This is a waste of cash, because know I
understand that the DVD isn't included and I possibly could have bought
a used book for less than half the price. to get it for grad college but
I really liked it. This book is fantastic. This is one book I wish to
keep in my home library collection to refer back again every once in
awhile. my professor stressed we needed to buy dvd. I found it to be a
straightforward read but one that thoroughly explains the various
guidance theories also touching on multicultural elements. Great cost
for the same reserve in a different color Great price - no issues with
the book. i won't maintain all my books, but i will hold on to that one.
Bought it for my masters level class and it has been very informative.
and it did the job just great. i didn't desire to pay that much,
therefore went with that one. Good Good .There is information given
about the DVD "The Case Of Stan" and I feel that the purchaser of the
book is result in think that the DVD is included with the book..
Excellent book for the beginning counseling student I bought this book
for a theories course I am taking for a get better at of science
counseling plan. Had to buy it for grad college but I must say i liked
it. book was good Great Reserve for Understanding Psychotherapy
Absolutely amazing book on Psychotherapy. All I needed for course was in
here. That is a graduate level reserve but we utilized it in undergrad.
My professor is definitely amazing.00 to buy a new book so that I'd be
assurred to receive the DVD with it.The book didn't include the CD, but
I believe using one of the first pages there is a website to visit that
has the information to see the CD online. Useful to get yourself a
foundation of major counseling theories used contemporarily. i'm
studying for a master's in guidance degree. no stan dvd.E. low income,
co-morbid illnesses, and problems with traditional psychotherapy. in the
event that you simply MUST have the "case of stan" DVD, then i'm scared
you'll have to look for that package specifically, and buy it new. Wrong
book It’s the wrong book
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